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Kev to C!tatjon 

As used herein: 

"Act" or "The Act" shall mean the telecommunications Act of 1996. 

"Ex.". shall mean exhibit. 

"FCC shall mean the Federal Communications Commission. 

"First Report and Order" shall mean First Report and Order, Implementation of the 
Local Competition Provisions In the Telecommunications Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 

96-98 (Aug. 8, 1996). 

"FPSC" or "Commission· shall mean the Florida Public Service Commission. 

"MFS Order" shall mean In re Petition by Metropolitan Fiber Systems of Florida, 

Inc. for Arbitration of Certain Terms and Conditions of a Proposed Agreement 

with Central Telephone Company of Florida and United Telephone Company of 

Florida Concerning Interconnection and Resale under the Telecommunications 

Act of I 996, Docket No. 960838- TP (Order No. PSC-96- I 532- FOF- TP, Issued 

Oecember I 6, I 996). 

"MCI Order" shall mean In re Petition by MCI Telecommunications Corporations 

for arbitration with United Telephone Company and Central Telephone 

Company of Florida concerning Interconnection rates, terms, and conditions, 

pursuant to the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Order No. PSC- 97-

0294-FOF-TP (Issued March 14, 1997). 

"MTSO" shall mean Mobile Telephone Swlt::hlng Offlt:e. 

"Pedtlon" shall mean the Petition flied by Wireless One Networks, L.P. 

"Response" refers to the Response of Sprint-Florida, Incorporated. 

"RTBO" shall mean Reverse Toll Billing Option under Sprint's Ger.e ral Exchange 

Tariff A2 S .1.8. 

"Sprint" shall mean Sprint-Florida, Incorporated. 
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"Tariff' shall mean Sprint's General Exchange Tariff. 

"T." shall mean the transcript of the official record . 

"Wireless One" shall mean Wireless One Networks, L.P. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

Basjc Position. 

This federally mandated arbitration requires and allows for resolution of only 

two straightforward Issues. The parties submitted two sets of language for 

inclusion In a substantially complete agreement. Selection of the appro1 r/ate 

language Is the ultimate question for resolution. The evidence and the •w 

require adopt ion of the Sprint language. 

Sprint will address the issues In the reverse order contained In the 

prehearing order. In this specific case, the second (RTBO) issue Is the more 

significant one. Both Issues are significant from a policy, company- wide and 

Industry-wide standpoint. A novel decision on either Issue by the FPSC's could 

have far-ranging Industry ramifications. 
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B. Reverse Toll Bill Option Tariff 

(I) Issue 2: 

With respect to land- to- mobile traffic only, do the reciprocal 
compensation rates negotiated by Wireless One, Inc. and Sprint- Florida, Inc. 

apply to lntraMTA calls from the originating end- user to Wireless One's end 

office switch, or do these rates apply from the point of Interconnection 
between Wireless One and Sprint to Wireless One's end office switch? 

(II) Sprint's Position : 

Federal law doesn't require Sprint to forego co/leering voluntary 

payments made on behalf of Sprint customers. The FCC. solely for 

computing Intercompany compensation (access charges versus local 

interconnection rates), defined areas larger than state- defined local calling 

scopes which determine application of toll charges. This federal definition 

leaves state raremaklng authority unaffected. 1 

As the Issue Is phrased, Sprint's position Is that the negotiated reciprocal 

compensation rates can only apply from the point of Interconnection to the 

Wireless One end office switch (wherever si tuated). This position Is absolutely 

suoported by FCC rult>• and supporting explanation. The corollary to this is 

that the happenstance of payment of the purely optional RTBO charges or the 

1 Adherence to the post hearing positlon llmltatlon of 50 words In no way consuMes a waiver of 

Sprinrs fundamental position In this docket that the Commission's authority Is clrcumscnbed by the Initial 

pleadangs filed In this matter. No tatamaldng dedslon can be made The post·PetlbOn dalms of 'Mreless 

One give the FPSC authority to order the voluntary RTBO arrangement - a creature of FPSC order - 10 

be forced Into an agreement The IOie question before the FPSC Is tho lawfulness of the opiJOnal charge 

under Federal law. 
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fact of Wireless One's historically assumed obligation to pay them has no 

bearing on the lawfulness of the RTBO In this federally- mandated arbitration, 

since this is not a reciprocal compensation matter. The record in this case 

supports no other conclusion. 

Two witnesses were heard on this issue: F. Ben Poag, Sprint's Director

Tariffs and Regulatory Management, who has a long and distinguished reco• I 

appearing and testifying before the FPSC, and Frank Heaton, Wireless One's 

Director of External Affairs, with significant experience In regulatory matters 

with the New York PSC. Both have extensive regulatory experience. Both have 

extensive operational experience In operational aspects of the respective 

networks. Only Mr. Poag, however, has any understanding of the requirement 

and thrust of the FCC First Report and Order on this Issue. 

(Ill) Background 

The RTBO Is described by Mr. Poag as an arrangement that "allows 

Wireless One to pay the originating toll and ECS-type charges of Sprint's end 

user customers calls to Wireless One customers." (Poag, T. 381) Sprint 's tariff 

A25.1.8 states: 

At the option of the mobile carrier, calls which originate from 

landline telephones may be billed at the mobile carrier at a per 

access minute usage rate (S.OS88) ... (Emphasis added) 

It is this optional service that Wireless One is seeking to eliminate for all toll 

and local ECS- type calls with in the Ft. Myers MTA. 
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The tariffed RTBO option has its origin in a 1988 FPSC order. See Order 

20475, issued December 20, 1988. The optional charge was created as a result 

of a request by the CMRS carriers to establish a uniform dialing rate at "less 

than toll rates." (Order 20475 at 1 0) Thus the RTBO was not establlst-~d as 

some sort of mandatory originating access charge. (Hence the optior.al 

aspect!) The FPSC noted in establishing the option that "The LECs have agreed 

to the concept of a uniform dialing rates for such calls at a rate less thCUl.JQU 

~.~[Emphasis added). (Again, no mention of the RTBO being an 

"originating~ or any other kind of access charge.) The Commission also stated: 

'We further find that landline- orlginated toll calls, which would normally be 

billed to the LEC's landline subscriber, may be paid by the mobile carriers, at 

their option, at rates set forth below." Order 204 75 at I 0. Of course, !ater in 

the Order, the FPSC stated, after establishing the mandatory usage charges 

elsewhere, that· 

Additionally, we will approve a usage rate to be charged to mobile 
carriers, at their option, on landllne-originated toll calls that •:.,ouid 
normally be billed to the LECs' subscribers. This rate Is equal to 
the toll component of each LEC's composite usage rate. For 

illustrative purposes, these rates are 7.87' for So,•thern Bell and 
I 0.49¢ for GTE Florida, United and Centel. 

ld. at 20. 

Similar language is contained in the 1995 order In Docket No. 94023 5, 

wherein the optional nature of the RTBO charge Is reaffirmed in the most recent 

FPSC order confirming that the payment is voluntary. Significantly, the FPSC 

states that in the I 988 order: 

The Commission also approved an optional land- to- mobile usage 
rate for mobile carrier interconnection with LEC facilities. This 
option allows intraLATA direct dialed long distance calls and 
expanded local calling are<> calls from telephone numbers served 
by the LEC and terminating in an MSP network to be excluded from 
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the originating customer's bil l. The result is that the mobile carrier 

pays for the call Instead of the landllne caller. 

Order No. FPSC-95 - 1247- 1247- FOF- TL (October I I , I 995) at 3, 3 7. (There 

the relevant Issue was whether the Implementation of the option should be 

mandatory. The FPSC declined to make It mandatory.) The clear imrort of these 

two orders Is that the RTBO option was voluntary, not an access ch.trge and 

instead a response to a request for a uniform (RTBO) rate for calls that would 

otherwise be rated at the full toll price. 

It must also be noted that the Sprint end users are obligated to pay any 

toll or ECS- type charges that they Incur. (Tariff A2 .D.3.a ( ... subscriber is 

responsible for all appropriate charges for completed calls ... )) In fact the ECS 

tariffs explicitly require this as a condition of the service. (Tariff A3 .C.3 ( ... 

landilne-to- moblle (calls) will be billed at S.25 per call ... or S. l 0/ S.OG per 

minute ... unless the mobile carrier subscribes to the reverse billing option .)) 

Thus any decision that the RTBO charge may not be billed to the wireless carrier 

would require that these calls be billed according to the tariff. The FCC 

recognizes this and explicitly acknowledges that end user pricing is unaffected 

by the reciprocal compensation requirements. In 1 I 034 of the First Report and 

Order, the FCC notes: 

(R)reclprocal compensation for transport and termination of calls Is 
Intended for a situation in which two carriers collaborate to 
complete a local call. In this case, the local r.aller pays charges to 
the originating 'arrler, and the originating carrier must compensate 
the terminating carrier for completing the call. 

Poag, T. 381) 

In this case, because Sprint refused to give away a service that replaced 

full toll charges for toll and ECS- type calls, an arbitration Petition has been 



filed . Wireless One calculates that It will spend S480, 000 per year on this 

optional service. Solely because that Is a significant cost, they are now pleading 

with the Commission for a hand out .1 Because a half million dollars Is a 

significant amount of money to Sprint as well. In this and other RT' 0 sltui:'tions 

Sprint Is vigorously contesting the claim. 

Little evidence was offered at the hearing as to the policy reason for the 

Wireless One's subscription to the RTBO option, other than the fact that It 

prevents the assessment of a toll charge on Sprint customers placi ng land - to

mobile calls and, thus fosters the development of traffic on Its network ... • 

Petition at 5. This Is nothing new. The Commission knew this in 1995. See 

Order FPSC- 95- 1247-1247- FOF-n at 3, suprd. Witness Heaton ag reed that 

Wireless One subscribed to the RTBO so that ·more traffic will flow onto (the 

Wireless One] network. (Heaton, T. 279). He also acknowledged that Wireless 

One received compensation from Wireless One customers for calls terminated 

to them. (Heaton. T. 312) 

Apart from this evidence, Wirele ss One only submitted the bare assertion 

that the RTBO was a "term and condition of the Interconnection relat ionship" 

between the two companies In support of Its claim for entitlement to rellef. l 

(Heaton , T. 225). Witness Heaton readily admits that other wireless carriers do 

not subscribe to the RTBO option. (Heaton. T. 279) Sprint Witness Poag 

confirmed this and testified that In those Instances customers have not 

1 Interestingly, wireless One recently signed an Interconnection agreement with GTE 

Florida that did not preclude the payment or these same RTBO charges to GTE FL. Mr. Heaton 
admitted that the money was not u significant there. (Heaton, (xh. 5. p. 3 7 38) Obviously It 's 
not really a matter of principle so much as one or money. 

JEven this cl;alm Is extra-jurlsdlctlon;a l since Wireless One only asked the FPSC to rind 

that the optional charge was unlawfuL Sprint dou not waive its objection to the FPSC 
adjudicating matters other than the lawfulness of the charge. 
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complained about those toll or ECS calls .. (Poag, T. 395) 

Wireless One nevertheless contends that the purely optional RTBO 

represents a "cost" of up to S40, 000 per month. (Heaton, T. 229). Coupled 

with the assertion that the optional charge Is a "term and condition, Wireless 

One seeks to lead the FPSC down the veritable garden path to the c >nclusion 

that the fact that the option that has been elected for the last seven- plus years, 

it must now be mandatorily provided {u,e (or very close to it)! 

If the election of the option is tru ly a term and condition, the only 

relevant dispute that cou ld exist in a federally mandated, compulsory 

arbitration would be one where Sprint might seek to withdraw the availability of 

the option. This not being the case, there Is truly nothing to arbitrate with 

respect to the RTBO being a term and condition. Sprint readily stipulates that it 

is not seeking to withdraw the option. A simple analogy illustrates Sprint's 

point. Assume Wireless One happened to subscribe to an 800 service as a part 

of the provision of service. Inbound calls would be free to the end user. The 

cellular provider would then pick up the tab. It would be ludicrous for that 

carrier to assert one day, say, seven years later, that the 800 service has 

become so Important to the business that it must be provided free or at a steep 

discount not available to other subscribers. The FPSC must be careful not to 

allow such a nonsensical, real-life resu lt to obtain here. 

If Wireless One Is to receive the requested relief, it must prove that it is 

entitled to It and that such a result is required by federal law. No such showing 

can be made. Federal law doesn't even concern Itself with intrastate end users 

or a carrier's voluntary business decision to step Into the shoes of the 

normally-billed subscriber. The only thing that Wireless One has done 
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approaching establishment of a "term and cond ition" Is the unilateral building 

of Its business around a voluntary billing arrangement. Because the bill that 

Wireless One has assumed responsibility for, especially with the acquisit ion of 

Palmer wireless, is now significant, the FPSC is asked to let them out of the 

deal. 

(IV) Lawfulness js the sole Issue for resolution, 

Despite the above discussion about the facts surrounding this Issue, as a 

jurisdictional matter, the FPSC has been asked by Wlrele:os One to answer the 

sole question of whether the RTBO Is lawful. (Petition at 3- 4. 7-8) In an effort 

to resolve an Issue- phrasing dispute between Wireless One and Sprint, the staff 

recommended that the original Issue• In Wireless One's pet1t1on could be 

rephrased a.s an easily answered question. That Is. for what aspect of a call are 

the local Interconnection rates (tandem switching, transport and/or end office 

termination) Intended to provide compensation? In other word. does the 

payment of local interconnection rates by Wireless One In any way also cover 

the cost Wireless One has historically incurred wloer. !t voluntarily opts into the 

RTBO tariff offering? 

The answer Is obvious on the basis of the call direction alone. The 

'Wireless One'• f ; titlon preaented this issue 

Are all intraMT A calls orlglnaUng on Spnnrs netwon< and termmating on Wireless On a's networ11 

localtraflic upon which no toll charges may be assessed? 

As Sprint has emphaticAlly pointed out numeroua tJmea. the FPSC'a junldiCtiOO is stndly hmoted to the 

lssue(a) presented In the Petition and Response Spnnt did not raose any Issue In the Response The 

8X1Siing Issue merely res!ateslhe Issues and does not enlarge the acope ot the FPSC's JUnsdiCbon 
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reciprocal compensation required by the Act and FCC rule Is intended to 

compensate the receiving provider for the cost of terminating calls from the 

other provider. Wireless One Is obligated to pay Sprint for moblle- to- land 

(MTL) calls terminated on Sprint's network. This payment (from Wireless One to 

Sprint) Is for the use of the Sprint network from the point of lntercnnnectlon 

(POl) to the delivery of the call to the end- user's premises. Conve :ely, for 

land- to- mobile (L TM) calls, Sprint must pay Wireless One for the cost (Wireless 

One's network costs) of carrying the call from the POl to the point of 

termination to the Wireless One end user. Sprint compensates Wireless One for 

the use of the Wireless One network from the POl to the termination point. 

(Poag. T. 382; 397; 404; 452) On this point, Mr. Poag emphatically responded 

to questioning by Mr. Cox that: 

·mransport and termination is from the point of Interconnection 
between the two carriers down to the ... end user's premise and 

that Is all on the terminating side of the call. It has nothing to do 
with the originating side of the call ... that Is probably as big a 
line you can draw. I mean It Is clear In the FCC's rules what 
transport and termination Is applicable to." 

(Poag, T. 452) Mr. Heaton grudgingly conceded that the FCC did not establish 

originating elements for purposes of local interconnection. (Heaton, T. 282 -

283) 

Wireless One has offered absolutely no support for its assertion that the 

FCC has done something more than delineate when rates apply. Sprint is In 

total agreement with Wireless One that the FCC has defined a zone applicable 

to wireless providers that Is different from one applicable to wire line providers 

for ourposes of determining the type of lntercompanv compensation due. 

Wireless One can point to nothing demonstrating that the FCC purported to 
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create originating access charges or regulate the end user pricing established 

by state action, much less the voluntary assumption of such end user pricing 

terms by a CMRS carrier. 

As noted above, Wireless One's first (and only ju risdictionally available) 

argument Is that the FPSC must outlaw the RTBO charge because h Is a "toll 

charge." Sprint clearly refuted this contention in its response in demonstrating 

that the FCC did not Intend, nor did the language even suggest that this type of 

billing arrangement was Impacted. Witness Poag did an excellent job of 

walking through the practical scope of the FCC orders that Wirele ss On~>. cited in 

its Petit ion for the proposition that the RTBO must be outlawed. Mr. Poag 

demonstrated the simple and Irrefutable point that the FCC never Intended to 

address the RTBO Issue In its First Report and Order. (Poag, T. 379) The FCC 

unequivocally limited the role of the MTA designation to providing a 

demarcation point for when local Interconnection rates versus access charges 

apply. (Poag, T. 377-381) As Mr. Poag explains: 

Section XI of the order, of which Rule 51.701 Is a derivative, 
addresses reciprocal compensation for transport and termination of 
local telecommunications traffic. It defines how LECs and other 
telecommunications carriers compensate each other for the 
transport and termination of local telecommunications traffic. The 
key phrase in Rule 51.701 Is "transport and termination;, i.e., the 
rule applies to the termination of t raffic between carriers not the 
origination of traffic by one carrier or the other. 

(Poag, T. 378-379). The crucial phrase that makes the lll'nact of 47 C.F.R. § 

TO 1 {b)(2) clear Is 1 1036 of the First Report and Order whtch states : 

"Accordingly, traffic to or from a CMR5 network that originates and 
terminates In the same MTA is subject to transport and termination 
rates under 2 51 (b)(5), rather than Interstate and Intrastate access 
charges." 
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As this language makes clear, 47 C.F.R. § 701 (b)(2) applies to direct 

interconnection relationships and the underlying termination C'lsts between an 

LEC and the CMRS carrier. Nowhere does the FCC manifest an Intention to 

encroach upon the Intrastate- regulated matter of a local exchange carrier' s 

business relationship with Its toll customers. Yet, such encroachment is 

precisely what Is being requested here. The FPSC should resist the invitation 

based on the record In this case. 

Wireless One recognizes the weakness In Its position that the RTBO Is 

unlawful. Their case has been recast so many times that It I~ now a mere 

shadow of the Initial filing. s The extra- j urisdicttonal theories of Wireless One 

are that the BeiiSouth/Vanguard negotiated agreement gives the FPSC a basis to 

reprice the RTBO, that the RTBO Is really a term and condition and must be 

forced Into the agreement, and finally that the RTBO Is really mostly an 

originating access charge and that repricing must occur to a level that 

eliminates the alleged originating access portion. The Petitioner also urges that 

1 Sprint flied 1 Motion to Strike (Second Motion) on November 6. that detailed the 

changes In position beyond the scope of the Pet ition. The chronology Is as follows · 

+ On September 12, Wireless One flied Its Petition. ra ising the Issue of the lawfulness of 

the RTBO charge. Wireless One staked out a position that no RTBO charge was lawful. 

• On October 2 , Wireless One submitted a "clarlfkatlo.: that a LATA-wide additive would 

be ·acceptable" to Wireless One. A new Issue was proposed. 

• On oaober 3, In a staff conference call Wireless One revealed for the first time that the 

BeiiSouth/Vanguard negotiated agreement had a S0.004 additive transport rate to which 

Wireless One would agree In lieu of the t.arlffed RTBO rate. 
• On October 7, Wireless One submitted the testimony of Mr. Heaton attaching the 

BeiiSouth/Vanguard agreement and testifying that Wireless One would accept the 

selected provision of the BeiiSouth/ Vanguard negotiated agreement establishing a 
"LATA-wide additive." 

+ On Qaober 20, Vllreless One took the deposition of Sprint witness Poag ilnd Inquired 

Into the develo.,n.ent of the RTBO rate and the cost- b.uls for Intrastate access charges. 

• On October 28, Wireless One submitted rebuttal testimony by Mr. Heaton asking the 

Commission In Its order to · reduce the Reverse Option price· to S0.002g4, Wireless One 

Is still willing to Incorporate the BeiiSouth/ Vanguard agreement ch3rge. Acceptance of 

that rate would be ·subject to the true up as that ;agreement provides." 

• Fln;ally. on the stilnd, Mr. Heilton reversed the Petition stance and now claims thilt the 

toll charges In the RTBO are really access charges. 
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the FPSC consider a 360/Sprlnt negotiated agreement that It thinks eliminates 

the RTBO charge. Each of these positions will be addressed briefly. Response 

to them does not constitute a waiver of Sprint's objection. Sprint will not 

respond In this docket to the access charge Issue because It\\ IS eliminated 

from consideration In this arbitration. Mr. Heaton's last minu r: effort to change 

the characterization of toll charges to access charges is extra- jurisdictional and 

Sprint objects to any action based upon that submittal. 

M Negotiated Agreements· BeiiSouth iYanguard· Spriot/ 360. 

As Sprint stated In Its Second Motion to Strike, Wireless One never raised 

In negotiations the Issues of the so- called LATA- wide additive negotiated 

privately between BeiiSouth and Vanguard . The fi rst time Sprint became aware 

of the Vanguard agreement In this context was on October 2, when Wireless 

One proposed the addition of an Issue on the Vanguard additive. Sprint 

objected and It was withdrawn. Accompanying that proposed Issue was a 

statement that 'Wireless One wishes to clarify that a TELRIC- based additive rate 

Is an acceptable manner to compensate Sprint for any additional costs 

associated with transporting calls throughout the larger MTA- based local 

calling area: 

Sprint submits it would be contrary to the Act, grossly unfair and a denial 

of due process for Jn entirely new Issue - the proposal to set a transport 

additive - - to be raised and considered when said Issue was never raised In 

negotiations or In the Petition giving rise to the FPSC's exercise of Federal 

jurisdiction. Furthermore, witness Heaton, testified that he was not aware of 
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what transpired In the Vanguard/ BeiiSouth negotiations. (Heaton, T. 287)6 He 

could not show the Commission where the agreement provided that the 

additive replaces BeiiSouth's RTBO charge (ld.) even though he claims It Is 

assessed "In lieu of toll charges." (Heaton, T. 289) Beyond the fact that it would 

be unlawful, the Commission should be extremely reluctant to take any action 

based on Mr. Heaton's "Interpretation· of the Vanguard agreemen 

Interpretation of the agreement when the RTBO Issue cannot be rt <~dily 

determined, Implicates the rights of BeiiSouth. An Incorrect determination 

would leave this case unresolved, pending redress of the affected party's rights. 

The only lawful course of action is to Ignore the agreement. 

In fact, Sprint urges the FPSC to ignore all negotiated agreements as a 

basis for action In this case. The agreements do not represent determinations 

by the FPSC of Interconnection issues. The only determination the FPSC makes 

is that the privately negotiated deals do not violate the public Interest or the 

Act. Each agreement has language that represents no!nlng more than what the 

companies are willing to agree to. Now that pick and choose- type "MFNing· is 

greatly diminished, less uniformity will exist In negotiated agreements in all 

likelihood. 

For this reason, the testimony regarding the 360/ Sprint agreement 

should be ignored. Mr. Poag testified that Sprint still bills the RTBO to 360 and 

that the language does not mean what Is suggested by Mr. Heaton. (Poag, T. 

394-395) In fact, witness Heaton simply chose to Ignore the very language that 

supports the Sprint position In this case. (Heaton, T. 292) If anything, review of 

all the negotiated agreements can only demonstrate that there Is no 

"Sprint submits that the transcript contains • typOgraphic error at T. 287, 1.5. Thl.' 

question passilgl.' should read ·he Is not aware·. See, T. 286. I. 7 ilnd surrounding contut. 
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displacement of the RT80 with some other element of compensation. The FPSC 

would have to undertake a more generic determination of industry practice just 

to assess the state of RTBO tariffs. 

(VI) RTBO/Tandem "intecrelat!onshio" 

Sprint Is compelled to address one other related RT80 Issue. Mr. Heaton 

attempted to suggest that the routing of calls over 28 trunks would reduce I s 

RT80 bill by [confidential) percent. (Heaton T. 245) However, upon cross

examination he admitted that the routing of calls has nothing to do with the 

rating. (Heaton, T. 297- 298) He further agreed that the FPSC would have to 

redefine the calls as local or toll for the RTBO charges to go away and conceded 

that the routing would not affect the rating of those calls. (Heaton, T. 304) On 

this basis, the FPSC should not conclude that whether Sprint delivers calls via 

28 trunks at cell sites or at the MTSO In any way affec,s the RT80 bill that 

Wireless One opts to pay. 

(VII) Summarv 

The evidence and the law on this Issue provide no basis for the FPSC to 

conclude that the RT80 rate Is a component of, or Included in the terminating 

reciprocal compensation rate elements established by federal law and 

stipulated in this case. The RT80 Is a discounted toll charge. Sprint's tariffs 

require the end user originating the call to pay the charge unless a carrier 

agrees to pay them under the RT80 rate. There Is not a lawful or jurisdictional 

basis for forcing the here;.u:ore voluntary RT80 arrangement Into an 

agreement. Neither Is there such a basis for determining that the RT80 rate Is 

an originating access charge. Nor Is there such a basis to conclude that the 
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additional transport element shou ld or may be established based on other 

negotiated agreements. As the Commission has already r~led, this proceeding 

will not involve rate setting. All rates have been stipulated. The FPSC only has 

a record basis for adopting the Sprint language. 
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B. Tandem Switching / Reciprocal Compensatlton 

(I) Issue 1 · 

Should Sprint- Florida be required to pay Wireless One tandem 
Interconnection, transmission and end office termination for ca Its originating 

on Sprint- Florida's network that terminate on Wireless One's network? If not, 

what are the appropriate charges? 

(II) Sprint Position: 

Sprint should only have to pay Petitioner for functions performed. Petitioner 

does not perform tandem switching or provide a transport function for Sprint

originated calls. Under the facts and the MCI and MFS precedents, Petitioner 

Is only enti tled to end office termination since It's the only function performed 

by Peti tioner's network. 

(Ill) Background 

One way of framing this issue Is that Wireless One has asked the FPSC to 

provide an opinion regarding how the Agreement ought to be applied with 

respect to the payment of reciprocal compensation. The language submitted by 

Sprint commits that Sprint will pay for the functionality actually provided. This 

Is all that is required under the federal rules and the Act. Nevertheless, 

Wireless One has .. ~.~omitted testimony in an effort to convince the Commission 

that Its network Is functionally equivalent to Sprint's traditional network such 

that it Is entit led to be paid tandem switching, transport and end oHice 

reciprocal compensation. 
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Sprint urges the FPSC to carefully consider the impact of what Wireless 

One Is requesting. The witnesses for Wireless One present a narrowly focused, 

self- serving case. However, the testimony of the technical witness asks the 

FPSC to make a finding that would essentially apply to virtually all cellular 

providers operating with a MTSO (cellular switch) -- 400 or so nalfonwlde. 

(Meyer, T. 185). Presumably It covers all Florida MTSOs. Certainly this 

arbitration Is limited on Its facts to the Issues presented. Even so, the FPSC 

cannot Ignore the fact that precedent will be established here ar I Wireless One 

has even Invoked prior FPSC arbitration decisions In an effort to bolster Its case. 

(Heaton, T. 230- 231) 

The presentation of evidence in this part of the case can be summarized 

as below. Wireless One presents two witnesses . Mr. Meyer Is a technician with 

an "associate's degree" from a technical school known as "Brown Institute" In Ft. 

Lauderdale. (Meyer, T. 127) Although Mr. Meyer has several years of hands on 

technical experience with wireless technology, his wlrellne knowledge -- as 

discussed below -- is virtually nonexistent and anecdotal, (Meyer, T. 149; Exh. 

4, pp. 13-14; 75-76), stale, (Meyer, T. 143) and In many Instances 

fundamentally mistaken (Meyer, T. 97; 1 03 ; 11 3; 141 - 154). Mr. Meyer's 

contention Is that based on his limited knowledge of the Sprint system and his 

knowledge of the Wireless One system, the two .. ystems are functionally 

related. 

Wireless One's other witness Is Francis J. Heaton, a 

business/economics/ MBA-educated Director of External Affairs with a New 

York PSC backgrou , d and no engineering experience. Mr. Heaton's role in this 

case on this Issue was limited to describing the facili t ies that Wireless One 

owns, leases or purchases and providing testimony on the ultimate question of 
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functional equivalence. 

Sprint provided the testimony of two witnesses. The first was Sandra 

Khazraee, Sprint's Regulatory Manager with at least 13 years of direct, hand- on 

engineering, extensive experience with Pacific Bell, Southern Bell \nd Sprint In 

outside plant, switching and network engineering. Though witness Khazraee 

readily admitted a limited knowledge and experience In wireless technology, 

her testimony on the wireless matters was essentially unchallenged. Witness 

Khazraee provided evidence demonstrating the funct ionality of the relevant 

Sprint facilities In rebuttal to the gross ove r- simplificat ion and misinformation 

provided by witness Meye:-. Witness Khazraee demonstrates the switching 

capability of the Sprint end office switch and the lack of the same functionality 

In the Wireless One cell sites. 

F. Ben Poag testified for Sprint regarding the functionality of the 

respective networks from the perspective of his pricing and regulatory 

expertise. Mr. Poag's testimony Illustrates the incongruity that would result 

from Wireless One being accorded functional equivalence In terms of reciprocal 

compensation. Mr. Poag testifies that the Wireless One contention that the two 

networks are equivalent would result In Sprint having to pay all three elements 

of compensation without giving Sprint the option of avoiding the transport and 

tandem switching elements by terminating directly 1Q the cell site and the 

customers served tl '!re. 

Wireless One's position has not been proven In th1s case. The Petitioner's 

case has been built largely, If not entirely upon the elevation of form over 

substance. Wireless One starts off by renaming the cell site as an "end office" 

and the MTSO as a •tandem switch: (Meyer, T. 136- 137) Having so 
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conveniently renamed his network, witness Meyer seeks to describe the 

function of the components In terms of what the names suggest. Finally the 

re-christened cellular network Is compared to the Sprint network that 

Indisputably contains a tandem, transport and end office switching hierarchy 

(and actually performs those functions). Mr. Meyer's self-sen 'lg conclusion is 

that the two networks are Indistinguishable. These conclusions are addressed 

below. 

(IV) Cell Site Is Incapable of Call Termination 

The best way to approach this Issue Is to utilize Mr. Poag's testimony as 

an appropriate starting point. Sprint witness Poag testifies that the crucial 

determinant In assessing comparability Is that Sprint cannot terminate a call to 

a Wireless One cell site In order to avoid the tandem switching and transport 

elements. (Poag, T. 387-388; 393-394: 399-400; 445 - 446). In his direct 

testimony, Mr. Heaton confirms this by calculating the compensation he feels Is 

due Wireless One under the Wireless One position. He testifies that every call 

Sprint delivers to Wireless One would require payment of all three elements. In 

other words, all 1 .8 million minutes of use for L TM calls would Incur a tandem, 

transport and end office rate. (Heaton, T. 239; 298). 

Wireless One witnesses acknowledge that even calls that would be 

delivered n.w the cell site would not be terminated there. All calls delivered 

via a 28 trunk connection at a cell site have to be transported by Wireless One 

to the MTSO and the sent back through whatever cell site used to get the call 

to the wireless subscriber. Meyer, T. 193- 194; Heaton, T. 308) Oddly enough, 

Mr. Heaton, who Is not the technician, testifies that Sprint does not terml .~ =-te 

calls at Wireless One cell sites (Heaton, T. 299). Yet Mr. Meyer testified that 
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Sprint delivers calls from Sprint's end office Into the Wireless One [ce ll site). 

(Exh. 4, p. 23, II. 1 5- 16). Despite this not- so-minor discrepancy, both are In 

agreement that the delivery, real or Imagined, of a call at a cell site would 

require the back hauling by Wireless One of the call to the tandem for delivery 

back at the cell site. (Heaton , T. 299; 308; Meyer, Exh. 4, pp. 23 - 32 · r. 193-

194) Sprint witness Poag testified that the change in the Sprint netw ..rl< routing 

required to deliver a call to a cell site just to have It then sent back to the MTSO 

by Wireless One Is not economically efficient or secure . (Poag, T. 440- 441 ; 446) 

Mr. Poag also testified that the lack of functional equivalence means that sprint 

is prevented from providing Its own transport between sprint switches and the 

cell sites. This also falls to fulfill one of the key conditions to reciprocity under 

the FCC rules and Order -- transport alternatives. (Poag, T. 400) 

The bottom line Is that t he cell site does not provide a real or practically 

secure or rational basis for Sprint to terminate calls. Wireless One did provide a 

late change to Mr. Heaton's testimony that the carrier would be willing to 

accept end office only compensation If Sprint were to deliver traffic at a cell 

site. (Heaton, T. 299; 241; 243). This about face was not explained at 

hearing. Mr. Poag testified that acceptance of Mr. Heaton's tern.: would cause 

Sprint to have to reconfigure Its network Inefficiently and to put unnecessary 

links In the call path. (Poag , T. 446- 447). Significantly, Mr. Heaton hedged on 

this "offer" by suggesting that the single element pricing would only be 

temporary. (Heaton . "'· 308-309) 

The FPSC should not rely on such a nebulous basis for making a finding, 

remembering that Wireless One's requested finding Is that functional 

equivalence exists, not that surrogate pricing can be arranged. Mr. Heaton's 

offer to accept end office-only compensation (albeit temoorarlly) Is nothing 
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more than a tacit admission that functional equivalency does not exist. The 

evidence Is overwhelming that the cell site does not provide the equivalent 

functionality of the Sprint end office switch. Mr. Heaton's change In testimony 

does not provide an evidentiary basts for the finding requested In the Petit ion. 

Delivery of calls at a cell site, assuming It could be done securely i od 

efficiently, would In no way be a concession that a cell site Is an e1 d office and 

that calls delivered to a MT$0 would require rating at all three elements. 

(V) Cell Site Is Not a Switch 

The evidence Is also undisputed that the cell site does not actually 

perform the switching function that the Sprint end offices perform. In fact the 

cell site performs no switching for purposes of call completion. (Meyer, Exh. 4, 

p. 47-48) Sprint witness Khazraee provided clear and undisputed expert 

testimony on the functions of the Sprint end office switches. She described all 

the functions that t he Sprint switches actually perform. End office switching is 

defined as "the function of establishing a connection between two or more 

parties using the switching matrix of the end office." (Khazraee, T. 331) She 

describes the features that are resident In the end office switch and the call 

processing function that are Independently performed there . (Khazraee, T. 334-

336). In addition, the Sprint end office switch can establish Interconnection 

from another carrier for direct termination to a subscriber served by that end 

office. (Khazraee, T. 337) 

Mr. Meyer, on the other hand had to concede that virtually all call 

processing, set up and tear down and switching functions in the Wireles s One 

network are located at the MT$0. (Meyer, T. 167- 171 ; Exh. 4, pp. 45- 48; 62 -

67 ). Mr. Meyer did try to suggest that the switching functions are dispersed in 
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the Wireless One network and not located just In the MTSO. This feeble effort 

Is directly contradicted by the extensive testimony given in his deposition to 

the effect that the General Datacom TMS equipment only operates to reroute or 

maintain a call In the event of a failure. (Meyer, Exh 4, 24-25; 33 ; 35; 56- 60 

(confidential))' What's more, Mr. Meyer's deposition testimonv that the so 

called "Intelligent and dynamic routing" of the TMS nodes would not work If the 

MTSO failed , (Meyer, Ex h. 4, p.3 5), squarely contradicts the claim at hearing 

that the TMS systems are not dependent on the MTSO. (Meyer, T. 172- 1 72) 

Witness Khazraee testified that the same routing function Is resident in the 

fiber optic rings deployed by Sprint. (Khazraee, T. 332 - 333) As she testified , 

this diversity and redundancy function is not switching. (ld.) 

Other material contrasts In the network functionality is illustrated In the 

two test imonies. For Instance, witness Khazraee testified that features such as 

call- waiting, call forwarding, three way calling and speed dialing are resident 

the Sprint end office switches. Mr. Meyer testified that the cell site could not 

provide custom calling features without the assistance of the MTSO. (Meyer, T. 

188-189). He also lnltfallv testified that custom local area signaling services 

(CLASS) are an Independent function provided soltly within the cell si te without 

any assistance from the MTSO (Meyer, T. 189). Then, minutes later, he did an 

about face and Inexplicably testified that he doesn't know what "custom local 

area signaling service" is. (Meyer, T. 190). The record Is devoid of any reliable 

evidence of what features the cell site does independently perform. 

7Sprint notes that tha deposition of Mr. Meyer was corrected In a matenal woy only when he took 

the stand. When the Initial en-at. aheet was provided. the oorrectlona were of non·subatanttve minutiae 

For instance. "wave guide' was changed to "waveguide • (Exh. 4, errata) CuriouSly. after Spont counsel 

objected to edmiaslon of the Meyer deposition unW an opportunity to exploce an aspect of rt was gtven. 

(T. 78). when he took the stand, Mr Meyer corrected the 21 gtanng instances of 'OMS' to 'TMS' Ia 11 

just happenstance that the term OMS llauociated with a IIWllchlng technology In the Nonel awllchea? 
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~Ar. Meyer testified far more about what the cell site cannot do, though. 

He admitted that the cell site cannot Independently determine the proper 

routing of a call for termination from the wireline network (Meyer, T. 1 70; Exh. 

4, p.66). The cell site cannot establish a mobile- to- mobile call by Itself. (Exh. 

4, p. 67) Most significantly, he admits that a cell site cannot connect a 

subscriber directly to a trunk by Itself. (ld.) In response to a question by FPSC 

attorney Cox, Mr. Meyer read a Bellcore definition of an end office that aates 

that an end office ·establishes line- to- line, line- to- trunk, and trunk- tv-line 

connections." (Emphasis added) (Meyer, T. 197). The fact that the cell site 

cannot Independently establish the line to trunk connection demonstrates that 

the cell site does not even meet his own Bellcore definition. Additionally, the 

cell site does not meet the definition of "switching capability" contained in FCC 

rule 47 C.F.R. § 319 (c)(1 )(I) which provides that: 

The local switching capability network element Is defined as: 

(A) line side facil ities, which Include, but are not limited to, the 
connection between a loop termination at a malo distribution frame 
and a switch line card; 

(8) trunk-side facilities, which Include, but are not limited to, the 
connection between trunk termination at a trunk- side cross
connect panel and a switch trunk card; and 

(C) all features, functions and capabilities of the switch, which 
Include, but are not limited to: 

(1) the basic switching function of connecting lines to line , 
lines to trunks, trunks to floes and trunks to trunks, as well 
a<> the same basic capabilities made available to the 
mcumbent LEC's customer, such as a telephone number. 
white page listing and dial tone; and 

(2) all other features that the switch Is capable of provlc..ling, 
Including, but not limited to custom calling custom local area 
signaling sery!ce features, and Centrex, as well as any 
technically feasible customized routing functions provided by 
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the switch. 

[Emphasis added] While It Is true that this section of the FCC rules applies to 

unbundled network elements, the concept of switching should be consistent. 

At a minimum, §3 19 Is Instructive of the FCC's concept of what S' Itching 

involves. Clearly, the cell site does not have lt. 

(VI) SSZ Is Not an Issue 

In an effort to obfuscate the Issue of the lack end office switch 

functionality, Wireless One sought to Introduce a question regarding the 

purported lack of SSZ delivery at the Sprint end offices. In his rebuttal 

testimony, Mr. Meyer tried to Imply Sprint would have the ability to Interconnect 

at the cell site If It was "capable of providing the SS7 signaling necessary for call 

origination and termination." (Meyer, T. 118) Upon cross examination by Mr. 

Cox, Mr. Meyer confessed that delivery of SSZ at tile cell site Instead of at the 

MTSO connection (where all CMRS carriers have to connect to receive It -

Poag. Ex h. 3, p. 1 0 1- 1 02) would not prevent the call from having to go to the 

MTSO first and then having to be resent to the cell site. (Meyer, T. I 93- 194) 

SS7 Is truly a red herring here. Witness Heaton admitted that It Is not an Issue 

In the arbitration. (Heaton, T. 248; 304; Exh. S, p.36) Mr. Poag confirmed that 

SS7 has nothing to do with Sprint's ability to route and terminate calls at either 

a cell site or a Sprint switch. (Poag, T. 437- 438). Any delivery of calls via an 

SS7 capable trunk to Wireless One would cost Sprint more than S 1 million 

(Poag, T. 438, Exh, 6 (listing the types of Ft. Myers LATA switches)) In the 

Wireless One service area unless a more economical solution Is developed. 
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(VII) Cell Site Is a Piece of the Loop 

VIrtually all the end office switching functions listed by witness Khazraee 

and the FCC definition clearly require direction and processing by the MTSO 

according to Mr. Meyer's testimony. This demonstrates that the cell site Is 

nothing more than one of the facilities that participate In the dt 1 very of a call 

once the essential switching functions have been performed by the MTSO. The 

FPSC has no record basis to establish with any certainty that a cell site is 

anything more than a way station on a cellular loop. Mr. Poag testified, based 

on his costing and pricing expertise, that the facilities beyond the ce llular end 

office -- which Is the MTSO -- are truly analogous to the local loop on the 

wlrellne network. Such fctcllltles are excluded from switching costs In the LEC 

rates development. Therefore, Wireless One should not receive cost recover)' In 

the reciprocal compensation environment. (Poag, T. 391 ; 393 ; 401) Mr. Heaton 

sought to limit the wireless One local loop to the piece of the transmission path 

between the cell site and the phone. (Heaton, T. 311) However, he gave no 

support or explanation for his conclusion. 

The only credible evidence that makes practical sense is the testimony by 

Sprint witnesses that the cell site Is most closely analogized to a subscriber line 

carrier (SLC) which makes connections, and for many of Sprint's customers, 

serves to terminate the call. The ce ll site described by Mr. Meyer Is most akin 

to the SLC Mrs. Khazraee describes. Both facilities are controlled In the 

essential functlor'l~ by the end office switch (MTSO In Wireless One's case). 

Like the SLC, a cell site can not receive a direct Interconnection for call 

termination, nor can It direct trunk to a Sprint end office switch to terminate 

traffic. MTL calls must go through the MTSO to terminate at a given Sprint end 

office. (Poag T. 387) 
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Since the cell site Is neither an end office switch nor a provider of the 

equivalent functionality, the contention that the MTSO Is a tandem switch 

should fall by the wayside. Nevertheless, Wireless One also contends that the 

switching functionality Is less Important than the fact that the cell si te actually 

serves to terminate the call, and therefor claims that the definition of end office 

termination Is met. (Meyer, T. 195) No support for this contention Is lUnd In 

the FCC rules, however. The FPSC would have to make a pioneering 

determination with very little evidentiary basis to reach a decision with 

enormous Industry- wide ramifications. The FCC devoted significant discussion 

to the LEC-CMRS Issue and never suggested therein that the existing CMRS 

technology should be presumed equal to the tradit ional wlreline hierarchy. See. 

First Report and Order at, 11 1027- 1118. Furthermore, the FPSC In theMES 

order suggested that t he presentation of evidence on "new technologies" might 

serve to require reciprocal compensation for transport and termination when a 

carrier deploys only one switch as Wireless One does with Its MTSO. MES Orde; 

at 5. No evidence was offered that Its MTSO/cell site hierarchy consti tutes "new 

technology." 

(VII) The MTSO Is Not a Tandem Switch 

Wireless One's case Is built around the claim of the cell si te functioning 

as an end office ..,. , d Its essential role In terminating calls. Sprint agrees that a 

cell site is an essential piece of equipment for call termination. However. such 

a role has nothing to do with proving functional equivalence. As demonstrated 

above, that status Is unproven and undeserved. More Important, the call 

terminat ion role of the cell site and the fact of the transmission between the 

MTSO and the cell site does not require the conclusion that tandem switching 
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occurs. Wireless One's burden all along has been to prove that Its MTSO meets 

the tandem switching deflnltlon. Sprint submits that the Petitioner l;;:s not 

provided competent, substantial evidence to support a ground- breaking 

decision of far reaching application -- namely that a garden variety MTSO Is a 

tandem switch when It switches a call to a cell s it~ . Instead of to another MTSO. 

This Issue Is discussed below. 

Witness Meyer suggests that the MTSO Is a tandem switch. His first claim 

Is that this is verified by the fact that the switch he mistakenly thinks Is Sprint's 

tandem switch (the OMS 1 00) and the alleged DMS- 2SO that Wireless One 

deploys are "the same." (Meyer T. 1 03). Mr. Meyer's testimony Is not credible 

on this crucial component of the Issue because he convincingly demonstrates 

his utter lack of knowledge of the Sprint network Despite his testimony that he 

is "familiar with the Sprint technology used In providing basic Intra and 

lnterexchange services within the Ft. Myers LATA" (Meyer, T. 101 ) he Is forced 

to admit his years of Interaction with LEC personnel have not allowed him to 

identify the tandem switch that his network Interconnects with. He makes the 

following Incredible statement In response to a deposition question (Exh. 4, pp. 

75 - 76): 

Q When you say that Sprint has a tandem switch that 's a 

OMS-I 00, what Is your basis for saying that? 

A Because we -- I've been working with Sprint United Telephone 

for about give or take 14 years, and In that t ime, I've dealt directly 

with your -- ' ith Sprint's technical staff on correcting problems, 

correct the translation situations, correcting all the different things. 

In all this time, and we've gone through just about every kind of 

circuit and termination capability that Is out there with data and 

voice capable speech, In all that t ime, we've been able to exchange 

notes, exchange translation capabilities, pretty much exchange 

troubleshooting. If we have a problem at the central office -- I 
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remember one time we had a problem out In t he Immokalee step 

office that was -- I don't know even know If It's automated yet. It 
wasn't at that t ime. And we had radio circuits going between there 
and we would call them up, say, "Hey, you've got a problem over 

here." We'd tell them exactly where It was. So this Is ou r 
relationship to United Telephone and Sprint for all these ye.:.rs. So 
when you say, what's the basis of knowing If you have a m. ) - 1 00, 

It's because we've discussed it. It's common knowledge. It ' . the 
way that we've troubleshot for the years that I was involved In 
operations. And so that's how we know what kind of switching 
you have and the ability. Also I've -- I've also been somewhat 
involved, briefly skimmed with the Northern Telecom training out 

In Richardson and they provide for OMS-250 as well as OMS- I 00 In 
some of their classes. 

Clearly, Mr. Meyer's knowledge of the Sprint network Is minimal. 

Certainly his ability to give any sort of opinion as to what constitutes a tandem 

switch Is highly questionable. As If all It takes to fix his mistake Is to make a 

typographical correction, Mr. Meyer nonchalantly changed "I oo· to a "200" on 

the stand (Meyer, T ). He then tried to suggest that Sprint gave him "ln<.orrect 

data" (Meyer, T) and was forced to admit that the document he used to Identify 

the OMS-1 00 as the Sprint tandem switch was provided to him by witness 

Heaton (Meyer, T ). He looked at it no more than I 0 minutes CT. 149) 

Throughout, witness Meyer asks the FPSC to accept his testimony that the 

Wireless One MTSO switch Is a tandem switch that Is "the same" as the OMS-

I 00 that he later realizes It's not the Sprint tandem. Two points are made here. 

First, Mr. Meyer may not know what a tandem c;wl tch Is. Second, he doesn't 

have any cred lbl~ Knowledge or familiarity of the Sprint network for purposes of 

advising the FPSC on matters of comparability. 

The deflnltlon of and functionality of the tandem switch Is no small Issue. 

Mr. Meyer contends that the Wireless One MTSO Is a "tandem Switch" just like 

400 othe r MTSOs around the country. (Meyer, T) If this Is so and the FPSC is 
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going to make a judgement about the MTSO In such a generic sense, the 

Commission should require something more than the defective comparison 

suggested by Mr. Meyer. Additionally, the FPSC should look closely at the claim 

by Wireless One that Its MTSO has the capability to perform the tandem 

functions claimed. Mr. Meyer was somewhat hazy on whether the Wireless One 

switch Is a DMS- MTX or a DMS-2SO. (Meyer, T) Sprint witness Khazrar ! , who 

has an extensive switching and network planning background suggestE:d that 

the DMS-250 is an lnterexchange company product. (Khazraee, T.) Mr. Meyer 

appears to believe that "an lnterexchange company won't have a use for a DMS-

250." (Meyer, T) Wireless One's assertions about the tandem switching 

capabilities of the DMS-250 In a cellular environment are based strictly on 

hearsay and a faulty comparison to the Sprint technology that Mr. Meyer knows 

precious little about. Sprint urges that the FPSC proceed cautiously In making 

any sweeping pronouncement about the so- called "tandem" functions 

performed by the MTSO. Any ruling will have a wide- ranging Industry Impact. 

The bottom line Is that Mr. Meyer's new- found belief that his MTSO Is a 

tandem switch does not hold up to the light of day. The haste with which the 

Wireless One case was put together Is Illustrated by the comical collaboration of 

Mr. Meyer and Mr. Heaton to "identify" the Sprint tandem and then rush to 

compare their MTSO to it. As it turned out the OMS 100 Is the Sprint end office 

switch . 

(IX) Summarv 

Perhaps Mr. Meyer's Initial conclusion was the correct one, af te r all. The 

record In this case only provides solid support that the MTSO functions more 

like an end office switch than a tandem. As demonstrated by Wireless One's 
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own technical witness, the MTSO performs all the essential call switching and 

feature provision. Each vital step In the cellular call Is controlled by the MTSO. 

Failure of the MTSO will cripple the network. The testimony demonstrates that 

the MTSO and the Wireless network functions more as an end office / line 

concentrator hierarchy rather than a tandem /end office hierarchy. 
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D. Conclusion 

The first Issue addressed Is the RTBO option. As demonstrated, t his Is not really 

a matter for arbitration. Sprint agreed to submit the Issue of the lawfulness of the 

RTBO to the FPSC for a decision. It was not contemplated by Sprint or federal law that 

this arbitrat ion would appear to Involve the issues that Wireless One has so1 Jht to 

interject. Under the plain reading of the Act and the first Repon and Order •e RTBO 

cannot be affected by th is arbitration process. 

The reciprocal compensation (tandem switching) Issue should also be resolved In 

Sprint's. The Commission has substantially decided this Issue by requiring that tandem 

switching and transpon be ·actually performed" In order to entitle the Interconnecting 

carrier to reciprocal compensatlo:1. See, In re P~tltlon by MCI T~l~communlcatlons 

Corporations for arbitration with United T~lephone Company and Central 1 elephon~ 

Company of Florida conc~rnlng lnt~rconn~ctlon rates, rums, and conditions, pursuant 

to the Federal T~lecommunlcatlons Act of 1996, Order No. PSC-97- 0294- FOF- TP 

(March 14, 1997), at p. I 0 . 

For th is reason, the payment of reciprocal compensation requested by Wireless 

Or(! should not be required. The testimonies of all witnesses demonstrate that there Is 

a material lack of symmetry In Wireless One's MTSO/cell site hierarchy. Such 

asymmetry wo uld not give Sprint the same switching and transpon choices that Sprint's 

network provides to Wireless One as required by 47 U.S.C. § 252 . Wireless One's 

network Is not the functional equivalent of Sprint's. The language s ubmitted by 

Sprint should be approved. Under that provision, Sprint wo uld pay wireless One 

for the funct iona lity p re .'lded. 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 9t11 day of December 1997. 

Charles J Rehwlnkel 
General Attorney 
Sprint -Florida, Incorporated 
P.O. Box 2214 
MC FLTLH00107 
Tallahassee, Florida 3 2 301 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and corre:::t copy of the foregoing has been 

served by U.S. Mall or hand delivery(*) upon the following on this 9'h day of 

December 1997. 

William A. Adams, Esq. 
Arter & Hadden 
One Columbus Circle 
1 0 West Broad Street, Suite 2 I 00 
Columbus, Ohio 
432 15- 3422 
Attorneys for Wireless One 
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